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On his first day of preschool, Dimitri's vocal affection for everything is met with wary reactions--until his guileless words begin to take root and
grow. Dimitri may be small, but his heart is as big and as open as a cloudless blue sky. "I love you," Dimitri tells his new classmates at
preschool. "I love you," Dimitri tells the class guinea pig and the ants on the ground. "I love you," Dimitri tells the paintbrushes and the tree
with heart-shaped leaves. So why doesn't anyone say "I love you" back? Could love also be expressed in unspoken ways? In a familiar story
of navigating the social cues of new friendship, author Jane Porter and illustrator Maisie Paradise Shearring offer a thoughtful tribute to the
tender ones--those who spread kindness simply by being, and who love without bounds.
"From London and Las Vegas to Sydney and Shanghai, become an urban time traveler with this interactive tour of some of the world's
greatest cities. Lift the flaps and full-page gatefolds to see how these mighty metropolises once looked compared to how they look now, then
read their incredible histories."--Back cover.
It's time to explore lost prehistoric lands and the huge variety of dinosaurs that roamed them with Lonely Planet Kids' Dinosaur Atlas. Kids
can unfold maps and lift the flaps to reveal amazing illustrations and facts about how dinosaurs lived and where they were discovered. They'll
also learn about famous paleontologists and measure themselves against life-size bones, teeth and claws. From giant sauropods and horned
dinosaurs, to duckbills and ferocious theropods, kids will discover how the dinosaurs evolved, what they looked like and how they hunted.
Plus, we've included the latest finds and theories. Created in consultation with Dr David Button, a dinosaur expert at the North Carolina
Museum of Natural Sciences, and featuring iconic illustrations by James Gilleard. About Lonely Planet Kids: Come explore! Let's start an
adventure. Lonely Planet Kids excites and educates children about the amazing world around them. Combining astonishing facts, quirky
humour and eye-catching imagery, we ignite their curiosity and encourage them to discover more about our planet. Every book draws on our
huge team of global experts to help share our continual fascination with what makes the world such a diverse and magnificent place inspiring children at home and in school.
From the sewers to the skyscrapers, this brilliant book takes younger readers to the heart of the city. Perforated flaps let you see what's going
on behind closed doors, and big gatefolds reveal what's going on under the street you walk on each day, along with other unusual city
spaces. Illustrated by James Gulliver Hancock and with surprises on every page, it's the city like you've never seen it before.
This full-colour edition highlights the clamour and throng of Lonely's Planet's favourite urban landscapes and is filled with breathtaking
photography, perfect for the armchair traveller. Includes its 'Top 10 Cities' feature still identifying the best cities in the world.
Blast off into the cosmos with the latest title in the popular 'How Things Work' series which includes How Cities Work, How Airports Work,
How Trains Work and How Ships Work - books that reveal the inner workings of familiar places and vehicles. Featuring fantastic illustrations
by James Gulliver Hancock, this title explores the ultimate vehicles: spaceships - how they do what they do, what they're used for and their
development through history. Spreads will look at how rockets blast off into space, how people were sent to the Moon and back, how space
centres prepare spaceships and astronauts for amazing adventures across the cosmos. It will also look at all different types of spacecraft:
space stations and satellites orbiting Earth, rovers trundling over the surface of Mars, and probes travelling at thousands of miles per second
through the outer reaches of the Solar System on incredible journeys of discovery. Full-page gatefolds and flaps explore spaceships both big
and small, inside and out. It's going to be out of this world! Contents: Leaving Earth: The history of spaceflight Satellites Rockets Manned
Spaceflights Space Probes Landers Moon Missions Rovers Space Centres Space Telescopes Space Stations Spaceships of the Future
About Lonely Planet Kids: Lonely Planet Kids - an imprint of the world's leading travel authority Lonely Planet - published its first book in
2011. Over the past 45 years, Lonely Planet has grown a dedicated global community of travelers, many of whom are now sharing a passion
for exploration with their children. Lonely Planet Kids educates and encourages young readers at home and in school to learn about the world
with engaging books on culture, sociology, geography, nature, history, space and more. We want to inspire the next generation of global
citizens and help kids and their parents to approach life in a way that makes every day an adventure. Come explore!
Discover the secret lives of the extraordinary creatures that share our cities. From red foxes sneaking rides on London buses to leopards
prowling the backstreets of Mumbai, this book explores the clever ways animals have adapted to the urban environment and gives tips on
how you can help protect our wild neighbours.
Planet Earth. Four elements. One incredible story. We take kids on a rollercoaster ride through history, geography and science to show how
four elements - earth, fire, air and water - created the world and everything that exists today. Amazing facts, photography and illustrations
bring our planet and its past to life in an exciting, engaging way.

Take a journey into the unknown and discover the planet's wildest and most wonderful sights. Paddle through the eerie
glowworm caves of New Zealand, ride with the wild horses of the Namib desert, and swing off the end of the world in
Ecuador. Packed with incredible facts, photos and illustrations.
This engaging book with die-cut pages invites children to visit exciting cities around the globe. Features fun facts about
some of the world's most iconic locations. This fabulous first adventure around the globe showcases many of the world's
well-known cities, such as New York City, London, Venice, Rio de Janiero, Dubai, Sydney, and more. Young readers will
learn all about each city, including what the population is, what the weather is usually like in the winter and in the
summer, and what the country's flag looks like. The die-cut pages in this engaging book act as a portal into the discovery
of fun facts about some of the most exciting and iconic cities in the world!
From city apartments and Dutch houseboats to Mongolian yurts, Maasai mud huts, and underground desert homes, kids
discover the different ways people live around the world in this fascinating glimpse into global abodes.
From the fastest to the longest, the oldest to the newest, through tunnels and up mountains, take a fascinating ride
through the world of trains in this brilliant new book from illustrator James Gulliver Hancock.
This brand new edition of the bestselling kid's Travel Book covers every country in the world, with thousands of amazing
facts on wildlife, sports, food, festivals and a wide range of other quirky insights on every page. A mix of wow
photography and beautiful illustrations brings each land to life. For readers aged 8 years and up.
Tired of following other people's rules? Think you can do better? Now's your chance! This innovative and fun new title
from Lonely Planet Kids shows you how to design a completely new nation from scratch. Decide on the laws, choose
your borders, make your flag, attract loyal citizens and lots more. For rulers aged 8 years and up.
This practical and creative book inspires children to make a difference in the world. From random acts of kindness to
energy-saving ideas, we encourage positive values, gratitude and generosity, helping kids to strengthen relationships
with family, their community and the environment.
Join travellers Cat and Bird as they explore the world in this fun search-and-find book. With every page, there's a new
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busy city scene to discover- a carnival in Rio, a funfair in Paris, a treasure-filled souk in Morocco. In each place there are
souvenirs to find, people to meet and landmarks to visit. Keep your eyes peeled to spot each one!
Take a trip through 86 of the world's greatest cities. A mix of photography, beautiful illustrations and hand drawn maps take readers on an
incredible world tour. Each page is packed with facts on city living - from food and festivals to architecture and history. This stunning
compendium of cities is the perfect gift for curious kids everywhere.
Where does luggage go after check in? What happens in the control tower? How do planes actually fly? This interactive, lift-the-flap book
takes you behind-the-scenes to uncover the hidden secrets of the airport - from a peek inside the cockpit to the hustle and bustle of
departures. In this follow-up to How Cities Work, we explore the earliest airports through to today's giant transport hubs and what airports
could look like in the future. Packed with amazing facts and illustrations from James Gulliver Hancock, it'll surprise and delight readers young
and old, ensuring they never look at air travel in the same way again. Created in consultation with Tom Cornell, VP Airspace / Airfields,
Americas at Landrum & Brown. Contents include: Airports Through the Ages The Great Get-to-the-Airport Race Find Your Way Round the
Airport The Maintenance Hangar In the Terminal Inside an Aircraft The Control Tower Sees All Preparing Planes Ship That Cargo The
Incredible Luggage Journey Airports of the Future About Lonely Planet Kids: Come explore! Let's start an adventure. Lonely Planet Kids
excites and educates children about the amazing world around them. Combining astonishing facts, quirky humour and eye-catching imagery,
we ignite their curiosity and encourage them to discover more about our planet. Every book draws on our huge team of global experts to help
share our continual fascination with what makes the world such a diverse and magnificent place - inspiring children at home and in school.
Based on the latest scientific thinking, this informative, fun guide predicts what our planet will be like many years into the future. How will our
cities look? What kinds of transportation will we use? How will we entertain ourselves? Where will we work? These questions and more are
asked and answered in Lonely Planet Kids' Future Worlds.
Set off from London and travel across the globe. Then try to make it back! In this adventure, kids choose their route and transportation, from
tuk-tuks and sleds, to steamboats and hot-air balloons. They'll visit famous cities and exotic, far-flung places - and learn amazing facts along
the way.
All around us, nature is turning, growing and working. Every day, hour by hour, magical transformations happen right in front of you. But it's
not always easy to see them. Discover 50 nature stories, paused just long enough for you to watch them unfold. Then go outside and explore
and see what you find when you take the time to slow down.
Get ready to explore cities inside and out in this jam-packed activity and sticker book! With over 200 stickers, colourful illustrations and
amazing facts about cities around the world, this is a fun new release to keep kids occupied whether on your travels or at home!
Packed with over 150 amazing coffee experiences in 37 countries, from its birthplace in East Africa, to modern-day Cuba, the United States,
Australia and the UK, this follow-up to our hugely popular Global Beer Tour features legendary espresso bars, plantation tours, urban
roasteries and must-visit cafes. Inside this definitive guide to coffee tasting around the world, you'll discover exactly where to go and what to
try, plus illustrated spreads on roasting coffee, cocktails, brewing techniques and more. The places you'll learn about in Lonely Planet's
Global Coffee Tour and visit aren't just cafes - they're meccas for coffee lovers, offering insight into the local culture and the history,
personalities, passion and creativity behind each coffee. Discover each country's top five, must-drink coffees Learn how to order a coffee in
the local language Explore each area with our itinerary of local things to do Find coffee classes and learn about roasting and brewing Packed
with photos of coffee houses the world over About Lonely Planet: Lonely Planet is a leading travel media company and the world's number
one travel guidebook brand, providing both inspiring and trustworthy information for every kind of traveller since 1973. Over the past four
decades, we've printed over 145 million guidebooks and grown a dedicated, passionate global community of travellers. You'll also find our
content online, on mobile, video and in 14 languages, 12 international magazines, armchair and lifestyle books, ebooks, and more. Note: The
digital edition of this book is missing some of the images found in the physical edition
"Did you know that oceans cover 70% of our planet? That's a lot to explore! Plunge into Lonely Planet Kids' The Ocean Book to travel around
the world and discover amazing animals, birds and plants who call the ocean home, explore the ruins of shipwrecks and underwater cities,
meet marine biologists and fishers who work on the water. You'll also come ashore to discover amazing islands and beaches, and learn what
it's like to live in a remote place in the middle of the ocean. Join explorers on their voyages to learn about the sea, from the very first
explorations and trade routes, to the latest technology used to discover what lies in the ocean's forbidden depths. What effect does climate
change have on our oceans? What about plastic waste and oil spills? Learn about how the ocean has been put in danger by humans and the
ways you can help make a difference and protect the seas for future generations."--Amazon.com.
Finally, Lonely Planet has made the Atlas kids have been waiting for! With 160 pages of illustrated maps, engaging infographics, mindblowing photography and a large dose of humour, this is the atlas that shows kids aged 8 and up what the world is really like.
This fun and colourful lift-the-flap book gives a unique insight into how cities looked in the past, compared to how they look now. With ancient
cities and ruins including Pompeii, Great Zimbabwe and Babylon, discover how history has shaped our planet''s urban areas and changed
them over time. Featured cities include: Thebes in Egypt (c. 900 BCE) - Shows the ancient Egyptian capital of Thebes compared to the
modern city of Luxor. Featured elements include the Temple of Karnak, the Temple of Luxor and King Tutankahmun''s Tomb in the Valley of
the Kings Constantinople, Turkey (c. 550) - Highlights the capital of the Eastern Roman/Byzantine Empire as it looked at its peak in the 6th
century, with its giant hippodrome compared with the modern city of Istanbul Aarhus, Denmark (c. 950) - Showcases the Viking city of Aarhus
as it was in the 10th century, compared to the port city that has grown up in its place Tenochtitlan, Mexico (c. 1521) - Exhibits the vast capital
of the Aztecs as it was at the moment of the Spanish invasion compared to the cosmopolitan Mexico City which was built on top of it Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil (c. 1565) - Explores the Brazilian city as it looked at the moment of its foundation, still largely covered in tropical jungle, to how
it looks now London, United Kingdom (c. 1666) - Delves into how London has changed since the time of the Great Fire of London to the
present day And much, much more! About Lonely Planet Kids:Lonely Planet Kids - an imprint of the world''s leading travel authority Lonely
Planet - published its first book in 2011. Over the past 45 years, Lonely Planet has grown a dedicated global community of travellers, many of
whom are now sharing a passion for exploration with their children. Lonely Planet Kids educates and encourages young readers at home and
in school to learn about the world with engaging books on culture, sociology, geography, nature, history, space and more. We want to inspire
the next generation of global citizens and help kids and their parents to approach life in a way that makes every day an adventure. Come
explore!
Looks at seven busy and exciting cities from around the world alongside large detailed cartoon scenes of those places, and challenges
readers to find specific details in the scenes.
Kids can discover the animal kingdom like never before in this beautiful encyclopedia, featuring over 100 incredible creatures, from the grey
wolf and green anaconda, to the bald eagle and emperor penguin. Packed with facts and illustrations, it also explores our relationship with
these animals and how we're affecting their lives and habitats.
Did you know that flags are actually pictures that send a message to everyone who sees them? In The Flag Book you'll uncover the hidden
meanings of flags- from country and state colours to flags used in sports, on ships and aeroplanes, and by the most dastardly of Caribbean
pirates.
From dinosaur palaeontologist and snake-venom collector to water slide tester, Tower of London Ravenmaster, octopus keeper and panda
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nanny, discover the most fun, surprising and enjoyable jobs found on planet Earth - and see just how different and amazing the world of work
can be.
Revisit Lonely Planet Kids' popular How Airports Work (9781787012936) and How Cities Work (9781786570222) books with these fun sticker
and puzzle books. James Gulliver Hancock's wonderful illustrations are transformed into fun activities that will keep kids engaged and
learning at home or on the go.
Full steam ahead! From underground trains, luxury safari trains and speedy Japanese Shinkansen trains, explore EVERY different type of
train available in this colourful book for very young children. With eye-catching illustrations and easy-to-read text, this is an engaging
introduction for little train-lovers.

From Vienna to Wellington, discover the best day and weekend trips within three hours of some of Lonely Planet's favourite cities.
With sights, activities and hidden gems, you'll find amazing ideas for your next city escape or long stopover, as well as new
experiences to enjoy where you live.
Coming about! From dinghies to freight liners, pirate ships to submarines, across oceans and up rivers, set sail on a fascinating
journey through the world of ships in this new book from illustrator James Gulliver Hancock. In this companion to How Airports
Work and How Trains Work, young readers travel through history and around the world to find out everything they ever wanted to
know about ships. Lift the flaps to unfurl papyrus sails on an Ancient Egyptian ship sailing up the Nile, tour a historic Spanish
galleon, zoom across the water at almost 320 miles per hour in a speedboat, and much more. See how ships stay afloat, cultivate
wind power, and navigate using the stars . Learn all about how the first simple boats carved out of tree trunks evolved into the
giant super yachts and cruise liners of today, and take a look at the limitless possibilities of the ships of the future. How Ships
Work is jam-packed with amazing facts and awesome illustrations, and was created in consultation with the National Maritime
Museum, UK. About Lonely Planet Kids: Lonely Planet Kids - an imprint of the world's leading travel authority Lonely Planet published its first book in 2011. Over the past 45 years, Lonely Planet has grown a dedicated global community of travelers, many
of whom are now sharing a passion for exploration with their children. Lonely Planet Kids educates and encourages young readers
at home and in school to learn about the world with engaging books on culture, sociology, geography, nature, history, space and
more. We want to inspire the next generation of global citizens and help kids and their parents to approach life in a way that makes
every day an adventure. Come explore!
A guide to the different kinds of homes animals build describes how animals build homes in such places as the earth, in trees, in
nests, under the ocean, and in human houses.
How Cities WorkLonely Planet Kids
Step out your front door and begin a journey of discovery around the world! Fold out the richly illustrated pages of this expansive
concertina book to clamber over mountain ranges, trek through jungles and sail across vast seas. Spot wildlife, visit amazing
cities, experience different cultures and see famous landmarks as you whiz by. With so much to explore on this globetrotting
adventure, it’s a good thing the book stretches to an incredible 2.5 meters long – you’ll get halfway around the world before you
even have to turn the page! Stretch out the book's accordion-fold pages and take in the wonders of the world's cities and
landmarks – traveling through over 60 countries. Then turn it over and explore the amazing diversity of creatures and landscapes
on planet Earth. What can you spot on your travels? Explore even more of the world with the critically acclaimed The Street
Beneath My Feet (March 2017) and The Skies Above My Eyes (August 2018), companion books from the Look Closer series.
Explore over 60 of the world's most amazing cities with this activity book for urban explorers. Fill in New York's famous skyline,
design a Mexican wrestling mask, spot the difference between Viennese dancing horses, and add your own mural to a Melbourne
graffiti wall. Over 250 stickers included!
Introduce children to the wonderful ways love is expressed in different cultures and countries across the globe. From gifting lunch
boxes in Japan to adorning brides with beautiful henna designs in India, writing someone a loving poem on Sinterklaas in the
Netherlands or lighting a lantern on the Chinese New Year, Love Around The World shows the ways family and friendship are
celebrated around the world. This colourful, 32-page book fully explores the themes of family and friendship all around the world.
With beautifully-written words by Alli Brydon and exquisite illustrations by Wazza Pink, children will be taken on a journey to a wide
variety of cultures and different ways of life. From Wales to Iran to Japan, love is, after all, a universal language. About Lonely
Planet Kids: Lonely Planet Kids - an imprint of the world's leading travel authority Lonely Planet - published its first book in 2011.
Over the past 45 years, Lonely Planet has grown a dedicated global community of travellers, many of whom are now sharing a
passion for exploration with their children. Lonely Planet Kids educates and encourages young readers at home and in school to
learn about the world with engaging books on culture, sociology, geography, nature, history, space and more. We want to inspire
the next generation of global citizens and help kids and their parents to approach life in a way that makes every day an adventure.
Come explore!
This special edition in our beautiful "Adventures In" sticker book series takes young readers aged 3 and up on a non-stop tour of
the continents, adding fun and humour along the way. Find out fun facts, decorate sticker scenes, add colour and patterns to some
iconic sights, and solve puzzles as you travel across the world. There's also a fold-out surprise - a 3D model of the globe to make,
decorate and track your globe-trotting adventure. Perfect for keeping young entertained while on the road. Authors: Lonely Planet
Kids About Lonely Planet Kids: From the world's leading travel publisher comes Lonely Planet Kids, a children's imprint that brings
the world to life for young explorers everywhere. We're kick-starting the travel bug and showing kids just how amazing our planet
is. Our mission is to inspire and delight curious kids, showing them the rich diversity of people, places and cultures that surrounds
us. We pledge to share our enthusiasm and continual fascination for what it is that makes the world we live in the magnificent
place it is. A big adventure awaits! Come explore. Award-winning children's titles from Lonely Planet include The Amazing World
Atlas (Independent Publisher Award, Gold for Juvenile Multicultural Non-fiction, 2015), How to Be a Space Explorer (Independent
Publisher Award, Silver for Juvenile Non-fiction, 2015), Not For Parents The Travel Book, Not For Parents Paris, Not For Parents
London, Not For Parents New York City, and Not For Parents Rome (all Parent Tested Parent Approved winners, 2012). Lonely
Planet guides have won the TripAdvisor Traveler's Choice Award in 2012, 2013, 2014, and 2015.
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